
 

 

TITLE OF CASE STUDY: HOW SPRINT LEARNED THAT CUSTOMER LOVE COULD CURE THEIR ILLS 
 

 

CATEGORY:  Telecommunications 

AWARD TYPE:   Revitalizing or repositioning a flagging brand 

Summary:   

An innovative approach to research helped Sprint reverse the customer defections plaguing the 

company.  The research revealed that the secret was to understand, not what features attract 

customers but instead, which ones make them loyal. As a result, Sprint added 644,000 net subscribers 

in Q3 2010, a dramatic turnaround from losing 565,000 during the same period in 2009.  This 

corresponded with a drop in defections from 2.78% in Q3 2009 to 1.81% in Q1 2011, an 

impressive 35% decrease and Sprint’s lowest churn rate ever.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



THE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY AND OBJECTIVES:  Stop the bleeding  

It would have been easy for Sprint to feel sorry for itself.  

The brand was without the iPhone as AT&T gleefully 

added an avalanche of subscribers from other carriers.  

AT&T’s biggest weakness was its unreliable network, but 

that was Verizon’s territory.   Sprint was playing at a huge 

disadvantage when it came to model offerings and 

network perceptions. 

 

This disadvantage made it easy for Verizon and AT&T to 

poach Sprint customers and sent the brand’s defection 

(churn) rates soaring.   Sprint understood it needed to 

reassess its approach to its customers and figure out a 

way to combat their steady exodus, knowing that no 

single model would be their savior.  

 

GOAL:  Sprint needed to dramatically reduce the 

number of customers leaving the network. 

 

THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVE:  Study the broad online cellular community – and specifically 

Sprint enthusiasts – to understand what drives them to be loyal to a brand. 

Keenly aware that an opinionated and valuable tribe of wireless users utilized social 

media technology to share stories and troubleshoot, Sprint and their ad agency 

embarked on a research expedition to model and understand the dynamics of this 

naturally occurring online customer community.   The research would serve as a 

cornerstone of Sprint’s renewed customer approach.   

 

The nature of this challenge called for an anthropological, rather than traditional, 

approach.  So the entrant – an online anthropology consultancy – was charged with 

the task to observe and analyze the behavior of the existing cellular community, and to 

develop insights as to what drove carrier loyalty, proving Sprint with a strategic 

foundation to stem churn. 

 

THE INNOVATIVE METHODOLOGY: Online Anthropology/Advocacy Segmentation 

The research design rested on two innovative approaches: 

 We built custom linguistic models to understand the essence of the conversation 

and categorize posters as current or former Sprint customers. 

 We aggregated carrier advocacy conversation – messages where one brand 

was being actively recommended over another – to understand what drove 

recommendation and retention. 
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i. Initially we harvested over 10 million motivationally representative consumer 

conversations over a 14 month period, from major message forums, discussion 

boards, and newsgroups in the Cellular and Tech category.  We then identified 

advocates for each of wireless carrier and isolated their conversation. 

 

ii. Then our strategists applied proprietary linguistic analysis software tools to these 

conversations, building custom models to gauge passion, sentiment, and to 

identify the fundamental drivers that underscore behavior relative to decision-

making and subsequent behavior in the context of the cellular carriers. 

 

iii. Sprint advocates, throughout the data period, were isolated with their 

conversations analyzed to understand what drove loyalty.  Conversely those 

leaving the brand had their conversations analyzed separately to contextualize 

the appeal of Sprint’s competitors. 

 

This behavioral approach allowed us to focus on Sprint’s sphere of influence.  An 

obvious panacea could have been the iPhone, but what else do cellular advocates 

care about and is it something that Sprint can change in the more near term? 

 

MARKETING STRATEGY:  FOCUS ON RETENTION VS 

AQUISITION 

Research identified the carrier advocates for each brand 

and analyzed their conversations.  What was getting 

them excited?  Why were they recommending?  It quickly 

became clear through the naturally occurring advocacy 

conversation that there were three primary reasons to 

stay loyal to a carrier: customer service, coverage and 

models. 

This focus on advocates’ reasons to stay shifted Sprint’s 

view of the challenge.  By focusing more closely on what 

creates advocates vs. what attracts new customers, the 

entrant was able to provide a roadmap for addressing churn by shoring up current 

customers.  Those 

customers, serving as the 

brand’s grassroots 

supporters, would in turn 

be more likely advocate 

for Sprint, recommending 

the carrier to others and 

reverse churn’s rising tide.   

 

COVERAGE

MODELS

CUSTOMER SERVICE

The most strongly impassioned conversations 

about carrier loyalty were about customer 
service, models and coverage. 
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Topics listed in order of importance to cellular advocates from most 

important to least.  Speed, features and price/cost are other advocacy 
drivers, but these are the three most important. 



When we comparatively quantified the advocates’ reasons to stay, Sprint’s challenge 

became starkly illustrated.  In the topics that drove most advocacy conversation – 

customer service, models and network – Sprint found itself behind the category leaders. 

 

Which reason to stay should be the focus?   

Sprint’s model line-up had a number of dynamic options in the pipeline, particularly 

ones leveraging the Android OS.  But focusing on models is a dangerous foundation for 

long term advocacy growth as new models just leapfrog each other in terms of 

attention. Coverage is tricky area given so much is based on perception and location. 

 

The best opportunity for focus became customer service.   It was the biggest driver of 

carrier advocacy – even ahead of models and coverage – and Sprint found itself a 

distant fourth behind Verizon, T Mobile and AT&T.  It was an area Sprint needed to 

quickly overhaul.  Without a proper customer service approach, the arrival of the new 

smartphone models would inevitably suffer.  The shift from cell phones to mobile 

computers requires even more technical support and Sprint didn’t have AppleCare to 

bolster their customer service perception like AT&T.  The Evo and Epic could be the best 

phones in the market, but if they couldn’t be properly serviced there would be no 

meaningful reason for customers to stay with Sprint.  In short the cellular service provider 

needed to learn how to sell service. 

 

DEFINING CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Once we understood customer service was the key to protecting Sprint’s base, we 

needed to understand how consumers define service across categories.  We analyzed 

customer service conversations in financial, telecom/electronics, travel, automotive 

and retail conversations, looking for patterns and like themes.  We found that there 

were seven clusters of conversation that define a customer service experience.  People 

wanted service that was knowledgeable, proactive, efficient, trusted, came with a 

good attitude, personalized and convenient.  These themes were explored within the 

cellular category and then correlated with the main areas of common support inquiries 

– technical, billing and general. 

Our research also found that the best customer service brands across categories do an 

incredible job of merging traditional person-to-person customer service with 

aggregating and integrating information on the web – giving their customers multiple 

touch points for stellar service.  This more all-encompassing view of service and what it 

means provided the foundational for a customer service overhaul. 

  



DESCRIPTION OF THE CAMPAIGN 

Because of the research implications the campaign was very irregular. Instead of 

focusing on what Sprint could communicate to their customers it instead focused on 

recasting the customer experience from the inside out. Sprint and their agency took the 

research insights to heart and went about overhauling the brand’s customer service 

offerings using the 7 drivers that had been revealed.  Sprint retooled customer service 

programs and the agency helped them from top to bottom including rewriting the 

scripts for call centers based on the consumer expectations revealed in our research.   

 

The research also validated the pre-existing “Ready Now” program a stronger reason to 

exist by focusing one-on-one service techniques to help people deal with the new 

“hand held computers” they were buying.  The “Ready Now” program became one of 

the avenues through which new owners learned about their phone’s capabilities 

before leaving the store. 

 

Sprint also invested in developing device education and engagement programs with 

the goal of educating customers about features and functions.  This included box slips 

with phones, cheat sheets included with new purchases, emails with user tips and web 

tutorials.   

  



BUSINESS RESULTS 

The results of focusing on “reasons to stay” and revamping Sprint’s customer service 

offerings have had wide ranging effects.  In December 2010, a Consumer Reports 

satisfaction survey of carriers ranked Sprint second, indicating that the brand had 

surpassed Verizon in many aspects of customer service.  Consumer Reports called 

Sprint’s turnaround “remarkable” given the brand ranked last in the survey less than two 

years prior.  A May 2011 report by the American Customer Satisfaction Index showed 

even greater results, ranking Sprint first in terms of customer satisfaction.   

Most importantly though, the brand has stemmed the tide of customer departures.  

Sprint added 644,000 net subscribers in Q3 2010, a dramatic turnaround from losing 

565,000 during the same period in 2009.  The brand continued its momentum in Q1 2011 

by adding 1.1 million net new customers, its best quarter for subscriber additions in over 

five years.  This corresponded with a drop in churn from 2.78% in Q3 2009 to 1.81% in Q1 

2011, an impressive 35% decrease and Sprint’s lowest churn rate ever.    
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